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VIII. Of the Three Creeds 
The Three Creeds, Nicene Creed, Athanasius’s Creed, and that which is commonly called the 
Apostle’s Creed ought thoroughly to be received and believed: for they may be proved by most 
certain warrants of Holy Scripture. 

 
 
The American Anglican Council’s “Anglican Traditions” videos are free for anyone to use. These study questions are 
meant to act as an aid to getting the most out of the videos. Each video will have a corresponding set of notes and 
questions. As our 39 Articles of Religion series is extensive, we opted to break up the study questions by Article.  Watch 
other teaching videos on the Anglican traditions at www.AnglicanTraditions.com 

 
The following questions are for Article VIII: Of the Three Creeds  

Video:  Article VIII: Of the Three Creeds 
 

I. What are three Creeds referred to in this article? 
 
a. _________________________ 

 
b. _________________________ 

 
c. _________________________ 

 
II. The Nicene Creed enacted by the first ecumenical council of Nicea in AD325 was written in  

 
response to the _______________ controversy involving the nature of ____________ and  
 
his _________________. 
 

 
III. The Athanasian Creed was not written by Athanasius but by an author in Gaul in the 6th  

 
century and is a stout and sturdy defense of the doctrine of the ________________. 
 

IV. The Apostle’s Creed was written during the earliest of the apostolic ages and was most  
 
likely used in ________________ because of its Trinitarian formula. 
 

V. These creeds are important to the church because: 
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a. We cannot have a creedless or doctrineless __________________.  It’s important for us  
 
to know _____________ we believe and ________________ we believe. 

b. _________________ is important. The future of the Anglican Communion rests on these 
creeds, the Lord’s Prayer, the Ten Commandments, and such creedal expressions as the 
Jerusalem Declaration.  (For more information on the Jerusalem Declaration, see 
https://www.gafcon.org/jerusalem-2018/key-documents/jerusalem-declaration) 
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